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ABOVE AND BELOW

LOGLINE
From Mars, to the Earth, below the surface.

SYNOPSIS
Far, far away and out of sight, that’s where April, Dave, Cindy, Rick and the
Godfather are creating life on their own terms. From the depths of the flood
channels under Sin City, to a reclaimed military bunker in the middle of the
dusty, heated Californian nowhere land, to beyond the stratosphere where
Mars now lives on earth. Each individual has been flung into periling circumstances on this rollercoaster ride called life. Through the hustle, pain, and
laughter, we are whisked away to an unfamiliar world where we discover its
inhabitants to be souls not unlike our very own.
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DIRECTOR‘S STATEMENT
„Drubär und Drunnär“ would probably be the Valais-German equivalent to „Above and Below“. And if a
Valais man uses the expression, it either means that harvest grapes haven‘t attained the right degree on
the Oechsle scale, or that chaotic times are ahead. This can be seen externally, or lay hidden within. I considered this an interesting concept from which to commence my graduation film.
In „Above and Below“ I went out in search of protagonists in unknown surroundings and circumstances –
hideouts and refuges. It was about what lies above and what hides below; about light and darkness. It’s an
attempt at a review and preview of life past, present and future, and how people adapt moving forward.
From a pre-colonized universe, to a destroyed military bunker, then finally stranded in the catacombs underneath a glittering and glamorously constructed adult playground, I had the privilege of working with an
exceptional team in documenting the lives of April, David, Rick & Cindy, Lalo „the Godfather“.
The concept “from Mars, to Earth, and beneath its crust” was very quick to emerge during my research.
In search of possible protagonists, I focused on three archetypes, which I‘d already explored for an analogous photo-series during my studies in California: Cowboys, Ghosts and Aliens – not in the literal sense,
but from an ideology standpoint. To be more specific, the term Cowboy represents an American concept
of self and carries a sense of history, highlighting the past and where we came from. Alien represents the
unknown, the future, and what’s ahead. In between, we have Ghosts - a metaphor for a certain lack of
orientation found in a vast and fascinating country with an increasingly polarised society. The interplay
between these archetypes created a fruitful tension for the film.
The lifestyles and stories of these individuals profoundly fascinated me. The conversations in their living
rooms astounded me. Their daily fight for survival impelled me to give them a voice and face. I could identify with their quests and AWOL tendencies. I understood their efforts to rule over a past that conceivably
drove them into their current situations. I was curious about the depth of their knowledge and experiences. At all levels this film was the right graduation film for me because I could see a great challenge and a
process of maturing in it.
My positive memories while shooting the film helped fuel me during tough periods in postproduction. The
emotions were always there. If you‘ve been shooting a low-budget film for almost two-and-a-half months
without interruption, with outside temperatures dropping from scalding heat to blizzard-freezing within
a few days, all during the holiday season, then you really need very good friends and passionate, creative
film craftsmen around you to see it all through. The privilege of standing alongside my best friends on an
abandoned goldmine, laden like Sherpas, completely exhausted yet enchanted by the vast vistas of the
Californian desert, invigorated us and bound us closer together. The experiences in the pitch-black world
underground sharpened our senses.
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The feeling of never knowing what or who might approach, carried with us as we slept at night. I still
get excited when thinking about every shoot, at every location, and every protagonist. A lasting school
for life.
Although I grew up and am a part of the iPhone and streaming generation, I see the strength of this
project relying on my faith in good old cinema-going. This film is meant for a big screen. I attempted to
make neither a didactic end-times documentary-thriller nor a socially critical study of homelessness
in the USA. It wasn‘t my aim. Despite all concurrent tragedy, I held tight to the life-affirming, forward
impetus of the human race. I availed myself of all the artistic freedom of a graduation film, to really
go to town and even risk failure. I attempted to improve my director‘s DNA.
Fortunately, at the end of a long process, it is joy and anticipation that are most prominent. Run-ins,
tears, endless late shifts and some hard decisions are part and parcel and reflected in the rollercoaster that always found its place in the film. We discovered the borders, then often crossed them. I‘m
grateful to everyone who worked on this project and to everyone that wants to show the film and
communicate it to others. We remain adventurers, and this film should be one, too. A tête-à-tête from
above to below that looks ahead.
Nicolas Steiner, January 2015
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INTERVIEW WITH THE DIRECTOR NICOLAS STEINER (by Philippe Zweifel, January 2015)
„Above and Below“ combines Mars, Earth and the subterranean. How did you come up with this unusual idea?
I‘m principally inspired by pictures. My imagination functions better that way, rather than when I take
my lead from formulated premises. In this case it was above all pictures by Joel Sternfeld; photographs of
deserts and water parks taken in massive long shots yet with an air of the unnatural to them. They contain
an element of the absurd. I also studied for a year at San Francisco Art Institute asa Fulbright scholarship
holder, where I gave much attention to ghost towns. This was during the same period when the earthquake hit Japan. While surfing in Santa Cruz a presumably contaminated streetlight bearing Japanese
characters floated towards us. This experience was decisive for the broader context of „Above and Below“.
In what way?
As a director I consider myself something of a hunter-gatherer. My concepts and ideas initially overflow.
Then I set about filtering them. I search for contexts that are only visible at second glance. At the same
time, simple processes fascinate me. The more archaic the better. It was from such jigsaw pieces that the
journey in the film, one from Mars to Earth and beneath its surface, finally emerged.
The so-called tunnel-people play a central role in the film. How did you hear of them?
I often made trips from San Francisco to the surrounding areas. I wanted to leave the city for a few days
and visited Las Vegas. I had meant to relax, but the stay made me feel as if I were on steroids. It was all a
garish sensual-overload. I walked numbly through the streets and saw in a water tunnel a guy in a nightgown with a chessboard. The idea for the film immediately became more tangible.
How did you come across your tunnel-people?
I made a five-week research trip to Las Vegas. I was initially with a journalist who had written about the
tunnel-dwellers. I also studied old city plans of the tunnels and went off on my own to look for possible
protagonists.
How dangerous was that?
Let‘s put it this way, I wouldn‘t necessarily rush off to do it again. Inflamed by my idea I recklessly entered
situations that might have turned out differently. Lots of the tunnel-people are very nice but also heavily
addicted to crystal meth, which makes them unpredictable. I met my protagonist Lalo, for example, in
one of the tunnels in which neither the journalist nor a city social worker had entered. I could hear Lalo
growling „Who is it?“ in the distance. Later, when filming, he told me that he was a former electrician and
cage-fighter who was responsible for the death of two people „because of a stupid accident“. My cameraman and I had a €80,000 camera with us. So of course there was a certain uneasiness, particularly when
Lalo wanted to know how expensive such a device might be. I think, however, that this recklessness was
taken as bravery and won us respect. The research phase and shooting were intense. I hope this is apparent in the film. It‘s important for me to share experiences so viewers feel they experienced them, too.
Did the police always just let you be?
We were arrested once. Of course the possibility had crossed my mind, since during research and filming
I was perpetually entering fenced-off territory. And I was aware, too, that trespassing is a serious offence
in America.
How did this come about?
We parked our transporter next to a tunnel and lugged a camera crane in black bags down into it. Somebody observed us and assumed that we were smuggling dynamite and weapons since under the tunnel
there was a second one running between two banks. The police, once summoned, pushed us up against
a wall and searched us. The interesting thing was the police officer shouted at me irritatedly, why don‘t
you shoot your film in Berlin? There are homeless there, too! Fortunately the officers were informed at
that very moment of an ongoing armed robbery and headed out. That was more important than our case.
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How important then is the topic of homelessness in the film?
Of course „Above and Below“ does deal with poverty and homelessness. If my last film, „Battle of the
Queens“, can be seen as a film about the homeland, then I have now made a film about “not having a
home”. But nothing could be further from my actual aim than explaining America and its society to Americans. I didn‘t approach the film thematically, but rather conceptually, although the focus is definitely on
individuals. To me it was about cowboys, ghosts and aliens. The idea was to make a film leading viewers
from Mars down to Earth, and thence into its bowels. The film might equally have played out in the desert
of Dubai. Or in China. But try telling that to a furious police officer!
Could the film have been shot in Switzerland, too? Was that ever considered?
No, the film could not have been made in Switzerland. There is always something adventuresome about
filmmaking. And I shot my last two films in my homeland, Valais in the Southern alps of Switzerland. It
was time to move on and leave my garden behind me. Furthermore there is a keyword for this film, an
important one: DESERT. Aridity. The visual beauty of death and destruction. I found optimal conditions in
America to deal with the themes, circumstances and socio-political views that interest me. After all, the
film lives from these people and their bleak biographies, and these led me through its making.
How are your protagonists now?
I intend to show them the film at the given locations. I‘m still in contact with Rick and Cindy, they are both
clean now. Among the Mars-crew I‘m most frequently in contact with April. She finished her geology studies and is continuing in research. Dave vanished a year ago but I‘m still in contact with his daughter. He
once called me after having swapped his old camper for a mobile phone. I‘ll find him again. Things aren‘t
looking so good with Lalo. I don‘t know if he‘s still alive, he had potentially fatal abscesses back then and
was in beaten-up shape.
How did you come upon the peculiar Mars-Society?
At San Francisco Art Institute I saw a picture in a magazine of a lonely astronaut in a red desert. I was confused since I knew that no one could be there. When I looked more closely I saw a garden hose, and that
was how I met the Mars-Society, a non-profit organisation working towards exploring and colonising the
red planet. Scientists, fans of space travel, James Cameron and a couple of millionaires founded the society in the 90s. I was interested by the science behind it, but the real attraction was the trashy-cum-absurd
look of the Mars people and their equipment. And at the same time the terrain on which they simulate
Mars expeditions is of a poetically wistful abandonment.
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You rejected the classic talking-heads structure in your documentary. Why?
My intention and aim was to keep my protagonists un-coerced and at their ease in conversation. I don‘t
like classical interviews or Q and As. I prefer conversations. Which doesn‘t mean I don‘t appreciate well-lit
faces and spaces, but I try not to employ them at any cost. I tell my team approximately where I want to
arrive, but spontaneity and flexibility are important for me, too. I think talking-heads are a matter of taste
and don‘t suit every content. In „Above and Below“ the audiovisual level was more important to me than
just precise statements.
The film uses a conspicuously large amount of music.
There are almost 50 minutes of composed music in total. The soundtrack leads the way through the film. It
was created in part before shooting, using photos that I brought back from my research-trips. This meant
that we could already use music while shooting. It was apparent to me during research that music plays a
very important role, since some of the protagonists do play instruments – Dave, say, with his drum set in
the middle of the desert wastes.
Lots of people know your abundantly prize-doted short, „It‘s me. Helmut“. What parallels, if any, do you
see to „Above and Below“?
The short was a twelve-minute fictional project and „Above and Below“ a two-hour cinema documentary.
But both films are about life and death and transience. Everything is beautiful yet, equally, destroyed. Both
films feel a little tragicomic and play by-and-large outside, in nature. In the one, it‘s the mountains, in the
other, the desert. And in both films I attempted to use sound and image to make cinema into adventure.
In „Helmut“ the backdrop vanishes, with „Above and Below“ it‘s swept away.
„Above and Below“ is your film school graduation film. Will you remain faithful to documentary-making?
I very much enjoy documentary-making. It broadens the horizons. And the extremely intensive research
periods are something I don‘t want to do without. But as for fiction, I‘m certainly not excluding it. Because
at a formal level, feature films generally inspire me more than documentaries. And theoretically I‘m now
geared up to make a great thriller or drama about the tunnel-people. Particularly since the series „True
Detective“, which features existential themes in a bare landscape and pleased me well.
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BIOGRAPHY OF NICOLAS STEINER
Nicolas Steiner was born in 1984 in Switzerland and grew up in a small village in Valais, the Southern
Mountain part of Switzerland. During his time at high school he worked as a gravedigger, played drums in
various bands and did his military service as an army percussionist. In 2005/06 he attended the European
Film College in Denmark before studying Ethnology and Film Studies for a year at the University of Zurich.
As of 2007 he learnt a director‘s handicraft at the Film Academy Baden-Württemberg in Ludwigsburg. His
successful short, “It’s me. Helmut” was shown at over 240 festivals in all five continents and received 42
prizes and honorary mentions, including a nomination for the 2010 German Short Film Prize. “It’s me. Helmut” was screened at museum and gallery exhibitions of his photography. In 2010 he received a Fulbright
scholarship to San Francisco Art Institute, where he dedicated most of his time to analogue photography
and developing board games. He spent 2014 as Valais Canton’s Artist in Residence in Brooklyn, NYC. “Above and Below” is his Film Academy graduation piece and also his feature-length directorial debut.
FILMOGRAPHY (selection)
2015

ABOVE AND BELOW, 118 mins, documentary, Arri Alexa, DCP,
maximage GmbH Switzerland, Flying Moon Germany
Festivals: world premiere Rotterdam International Film Festival, Tiger Awards Competition,
Film Festival Max-Ophüls Prize, Documentary Competition

2011

BATTLE OF THE QUEENS, 72 mins, documentary, Red One & Phantom HD,
Producer: Nicolas Steiner, Film Academy Baden-Württemberg
Festivals (selection): world premiere Berlinale Film Festival 2011, Bradford int. Film Festival,
Cinequest San Jose, Duisburger Film Week, Locarno International Film Festival, Flahertiana Film
Festival, etc.

2010

IT’S ME. HELMUT, 11 mins, short, 16mm, blow-up 35mm,
Producer: Nicolas Steiner, Film Academy Baden-Württemberg
Festivals (selection): Was screened at over 240 festivals, won 42 prizes, including Best Swiss
Short Award (International Swiss Shortfilmdays), Grand Prix Short Shorts Asia Tokyo,
Filmförderpreis Ministry for Culture (22nd Filmfest Dresden), Museum of Modern Arts New York

2009

THUNDERBOLT AND WIND DEBAUCH, 34 mins, documentary, S16mm-HDCam,
Producer: Nicolas Steiner, Film Academy Baden-Württemberg
Festivals: Filmschau Baden-Württemberg, Solothurn Film Festival

2008

STICKY, 8 mins, short, blow-up 35 mm,
Producer: Nicolas Steiner, Film Academy Baden-Württemberg
Festivals (selection): Was screened at over 50 festivals, selection: Locarno International Film
Festival, Palm Springs Film Festival, Solothurn Film Festival, Krakow Film Festival, Bamberg Short
Film Festival, Manchester European Short Film Festival
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BIOGRAPHY KAYA INAN (EDITOR)
Kaya Inan was born 1983 as a turkish origin in Muri, Switzerland. Asa young 19-year old actor in the comedy ACHTUNG, FERTIG CHARLIE he discovered his love for film. Directly after the matriculation in 2005 he
made his first experiences as editor-assistant and decided 2006 to study at the well known Filmacademy
Baden-Württemberg. Since his graduation 2011 with the film TRANSPAPA, he works as a freelance editor
for docs and fictions.
FILMOGRAPHY (selection)
2012 The Cage Door Is Always Open, 80 Min., Dcumentary, D: Daniel Young, P: Hessegreutert Film, 2012
Letzte Runde, 20 Min., Short film, D: Kerstin Polte, P: Maximage, 2014 Pepe Muijca – Lektionen eines Erdklumpens, 90 Min., Dcumentary, D: Heidi Specogna, P: Ma.Ja.De Filmproduktion, 2014 Above and Below,
120 Min., Documentary, D: Nicolas Steiner, P: Maximage & Flying Moon, 2015 Cahier Africain (WT), 100
Min., Documentary, D: Heidi Specogna, P: Filmquadrat & PS Film, 2015 Heimatland (WT), 90 Min., Feature
film, D: diverse, P: Contrast Film
BIOGRAPHY MARKUS NESTROY (DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY)
Born 1979 in Graz, Austria, 1997 matriculation at the Lichtenfels Gymnasium Graz, 1997-2001 studies
Psychology and Media at the Karl-Franzens-Universität. 1999-2000 studies Photography at the Academy
for Angewandte Fotografie, Graz. 2000-2001 studies Contemporary Dance, Graz. 2001-2005 Acting at the
Anton Bruckner Universität Linz (Bachlor od Arts), 2006-2012 studies Image Composition und Cinematography at the Filmacademy Baden-Württemberg (Bachlor of Arts).
FILMOGRAPHIE (selection)
2013 Robin Hood, 90 Min., Feature film, D: Martin Schreier, P: Teamworx, Venice Pictures, Filmakademie
Baden-Württemberg, 2013 Die Rechte Hand, 30 Min., Short film, D: Anne Zohra Berrached, Filmakademie
Baden-Württemberg, 2014 Unter Brüdern, 90 Min., Documentary, D: Marcel Wehn, P: Independent, 2014
Deutsche Krebshilfe – Ratgeber Serie, 6x60 Sec., Commercial, D: Stefan Herrmann, P: Media Consulta,
2014 Above and Below, 90 Min., Documentary, R: Nicolas Steiner, P: Maximage (CH), Flying Moon (D),
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg, 2014 Ein Sommer im Burgenland, 90 Min., TV Feature film, D: Karola
Meeder, P: Graf Film, 2014 Cro – Meine Gang, 3 Min. 30 Sec., Music Video, D: Martin Schreier, P: Chimperator Film, Venice Pictures.
BIOGRAPHY PARADOX PARADISE (COMPOSERS)
The Paradox Paradise studio collective consists of Berlin based musicians John Gürtler, Jan Miserre and
Lars Voges. They belong to a new generation of composers who easily exceed traditional boundaries between pop, classical, jazz and electronic music. They compose songs and scores, always with the intention
to create authentic, individual film music with live instruments and exceptional performers.
In 2013 they were nominated for best original score for their work on the documentary „Meanwhile in
Mamelodi“ at the International Film Music Festival Aubagne, France.
In 2014 John received the German Film Music Prize, category „best song in a film“ for the Weill/Waits
inspired „What Love is“ while Jan received the Gema young composer’s award.
FILMOGRAPHY (selection)
2013 Brüderlein, Short film, D: Nora Fingscheidt, 2013 Majubs Reise, Documentary, D: Eva Knopf, 2013
Die Zukunft gehört uns, Documentary, D: Marisa Middleton, 2013 Memories On Stone, Feature film, D:
Shawkat Amin Korki, 2014 Nebel, Documentary, D: Nicole Vögele, 2013/2014 Backpack, Feature film, D:
Thorsten Wenning, 2014 Die Unsichtbaren, Documentary, D: Benjamin Kahlmeyer, 2014 Zerrumpelt Herz,
Feature film, D: Timm Kröger, 2014 Verfehlung, Feature Film, D: Gerd Schneider
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PRODUCERS
maximage is an independent production company based in Zurich. Producers Brigitte Hofer and Cornelia
Seitler have been successfully creating documentaries and feature films for the international cinema and
television market since 1997. They have worked with a number of highly innovative writers and directors
on award-winning films such as Stefan Schwietert‘s IMAGINE WAKING UP TOMORROW AND ALL MUSIC
HAS DISAPPEARED, BALKAN MELODIE, HEIMATKLÄNGE (Echoes of Home) and ACCORDION TRIBE, Peter
Mettler‘s THE END OF TIME and GAMBLING, GODS AND LSD, Yves Scagliola’s THE BEAST WITHIN, Markus
Imboden’s AM HANG (On the edge), Nicolas Steiner’s ABOVE AND BELOW and Esen Isik’s KÖPEK.
maximage has also co-produced a range of international projects including RAISING RESISTANCE by Bettina Borgfeld and David Bernet, Staffan Julen‘s THE PRIZE OF THE POLE and Elisabeth Marton‘s MY NAME
IS SABINA SPIELREIN.

Flying Moon was founded in 1999 by Helge Albers and Roshanak Behesht Nedjad. We produce audienceoriented films with an edge. The focus of our activities is on international co-productions.
Films by Flying Moon were screened successfully on festivals and sold around the world, among them are
award-winning projects like HAVANNA MI AMOR - German National Film Award for Best Documentary
2001 and KHAMOSH PANI – Golden Leopard for Best Fiction Film and for Best Actress at the International
Film Festival in Locarno 2003. WAITING FOR THE CLOUDS received the Sundance International Filmmaker’s Award for Best European Script in 2003, FULL METAL VILLAGE by Sung-Hyung Cho received the Max
Ophüls Award 2007, Hessian Film Award 2006 and Schleswig Holstein Film Award 2006 - Best Documentary, PAZAR - THE MARKET by Ben Hopkins Best Turkish Film and Best Script at Antalya Film Festival 2008,
THE LONELIEST PLANET by Julia Loktev the Golden Tulip Award Istanbul 2012 and AS TIME GOES BY IN
SHANGHAI by Uli Gaulke won the Grand Prix at the Al Jazeera Film Festival in Doha 2014.
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CREDITS
with
Edward „Lalo the Godfather“ Cardenas
Cynthia „Cindy“ Goodwin
Richard „Rick“ F. Ethredge
Campus Martius Crew 120
at MarsDesertResearchStation
April Davis – Crew Geologist
Nora Swisher – Crew Astronomer & Health/Safety Officer
Diane Turnshek – Crew Astronomer
Derek Pelland – Crew Executive Officer
Erick Tijerno – Crew Engineer
John J.Reynolds – Commander
David „Dave“ B.Reesey
Joanne Johnson
Buch und Regie
Written and directed by				

Nicolas Steiner

Kamera / Director of photography		
Markus Nestroy
Montage / Editor				
Kaya Inan
Sounddesign					Tobias Koch
Komposition / Original Score			
Paradox Paradise, Jan Miserre, John Gürtler
Mischung / Soundmix 				
Jacques Kieffer
Farbkorrektur / Grading 			
Natalia Maximova
Produktionsleitung / Prod.manager		
Laura Killian
Produzenten / Producers			
Brigitte Hofer, Cornelia Seitler, Helge Albers
Ko-Produzent / Co-Producer			
Nicolas Steiner
Producer Filmaka Baden Württemberg		
Jakob Neuhäusser
Tonaufnahmen /Sound recording		
Tobias Koch, Bertin Molz
Schnitt Beratung / Additional editing		
Michael Taylor
VFX Supervisor					Roman Kälin
Color Correction				
Natalia Maximova
Eine Produktion von / a production of
maximage, Flying Moon und / and Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg
in Koproduktion mit / in co-production with
SRF, Schweizer Radio und Fernsehen
ZDF/3sat
mit finanzieller Unterstützung von / funded by
Bundesamt für Kultur, MFG Filmförderung Baden-Württemberg, Kanton Wallis, Kulturförderung, Migros-Kulturprozent, Filmförderungsanstalt, die Beauftragte der Bundesregierung für
Kultur und Medien, Caligari Preis 2012 des Fördervereins der Filmakademie e.V., Suissimage,
Succes passage antenne
© 2015 maximage / Flying Moon / Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
118 Minutes
Colour
5.1 digital
DCP 25 or 24fps
2,39:1
OV engl.
Subtitles: german, english, french

PRODUCTION & WORLD SALES
maximage GmbH
Neugasse 6
CH-8005 Zürich
t: +41-44-2748866
info@maximage.ch
www.maximage.ch

DISTRIBUTION CH
Flying Moon
Seestr.96
D-13353 Berlin
t: +49-30-322 97 18 0
helge@flyingmoon.com
www.flyingmoon.com

www.aboveandbelowfilm.com
www.facebook.com/aboveandbelowfilm
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Cineworx
Clarastr. 48
CH-4005 Basel
t: +41-61-261 63 70
info@cineworx.ch
www.cineworx.ch

